The term local history refers to those narratives that relate not to macro-historical units such as nation-states or provinces but to smaller and local units such as districts, subdivisions, country-towns and even villages. In Bengal, from the mid-nineteenth down to the mid-twentieth century, such sub-regional historical annals were produced in considerable quantity. However, this genre of historiography did not receive proper attention from later-day researchers. Works regarding West Bengal districts remain specially neglected. The historical tradition of a district like Barddhaman remains virtually undiscussed. This research venture has tried to analyze local history as a separate branch of Bengali history-writing, distinct from subaltern history or folklore studies. The study of local history is necessary for various purposes. In this thesis we have sometimes used the expression *nano-history* to denote histories of small units. Sometimes to substantiate an opinion in the main body of the thesis we have given quotations from Bengali texts in the foot notes. There English translations of the Bengali texts are not given as the relevant sentences in the main body of the thesis fully bring out the meaning of the Bengali quotes. This thesis would have remained undone without the support and guidance of the following personalities:

My grandparents who sadly left their earthly abode. The ambience of their residences at Barddhaman first interested me in local history. My parents who have sustained me throughout my life. My supervisor, Dr. Arun Bandyopadhyay, who most considerately gave single minded attention to this thesis, patiently corrected every single error and gave it the present shape. Dr. Suranjan Das, the Vice-Chancellor of University of Calcutta, who despite his extremely busy schedule, has cordially inspired me.

Dr. Suparna Gooptu, Dr. Nirban Basu, Dr. Hari Vasudevan, Prof. Bhaskar Chakraborty and Dr. Rajsekhar Basu, faculty members of the Dept. Of History, University of Calcutta, have also given me valuable suggestions. Dr. Sampa Guha, the ex-Principal of Vidyasagar College for Women, my colleagues and students in that institution have been most cooperative and sympathetic regarding the venture. Sri Jawhar Sircar IAS, Sri Soumitra Sengupta WBCS, Subhankar Dey of Dey’s Publishing, Sri Ashok Upadhyay, Sri Yajneshwar Chaudhuri, Dr. Shekhar Bhowmik, Sri Sanjib Chakraborty (my maternal uncle), Sri Debasish
Mukherjee of Aajkal newspaper, Sri Kalicharan Das, Prof. Subhasranjan Chakraborty, Prof. Uttara Chakraborty, Dr. Ramakanta Chakraborty, Dr. Ratanlal Chakraborty, and Sri Indrajit Choudhuri (Anandabazar Patrika) have provided me with extremely valuable materials and information. The staff of Departmental Library of History Dept. Calcutta University, Bangiya Sahitya Parishat Library, National Library, Presidency College Library, Bali Library and Barddhaman District Library have been most helpful. Sri Abir Kumar Gorai has collected very important materials from far off places. Sri Malay Das has typed the whole manuscript efficiently.
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